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THE MEMORIAE 
MANIFESTO

I 
 Preamble

 We hold this truth to be self evident: that in the making of  
MEMORIAE DIEI paintings, we’re not exactly sure what we’re doing...

9x12 Northcote Hill frieze

II 
What Are They? They Are Oil Paintings...

 We state openly, without fear or favour, that the MEMORIAE 
DIEI... are paintings. Oil paintings. Oil paintings on preprimed Belgian 
linen fastened to quite expensive heavy duty stretchers with copper 
tacks (Ranger Thomas sometimes gets little cuts and bruises stretching 
these and occasionally is in danger of bringing the hammer down on 
a finger nail - or worse. He says it is very hard work. What a whiney 
baby!). 
 The visible surface of every MEMORIAE DIEI canvas should at 
least appear to be painted alla prima, which is Italian for at the first 
attempt, and sounds much better than at the first attempt or all in one 
go or all at once or au premier coup or at the first stroke, etc. etc. Each 
canvas should have the feeling of being painted en plein air (though 
they never are). 
 We proclaim that the abstract element of each MEMORIAE 
painting - the ellipse - is peculiar to each set, or piece (a set will always 
consist of  NORTH, EAST, SOUTH and WEST). The ellipse is unique 
to that group of four canvases.
  MEMORIAE paintings are finished only when varnished so 
as to always look wet, fluid and changing with the light -  like the 
weather itself, or a golden edged globe twinkling in the sunlight. 
MEMORIAE paintings will always be framed to enhance the paradox 
and mystery of the illusion they contain. MEMORIAE DIEI  paintings 
will be inscribed, every time, in charcoal on the verso. We hold that oil 
paintings, after all, are not simply images, but sculptures too (please 
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 Verso inscription: MEMORIAE DIEI Thurs. 24/10/13 Northcote Hill, Vic. SOUTH. Oil on canvas. Canvas size: 9 x 12 
Inches (22.86 x 30.48 cm).

Verso inscription: MEMORIAE DIEI Thurs. 24/10/13 Northcote Hill, Vic.  NORTH,  EAST, SOUTH and WEST. Oil on canvas. 
Canvas sizes: 9 x 12 Inches (22.86 x 30.48 cm) each.



observe Titian’s masterpiece ‘La Schiavona’ in the National Gallery, 
London).

 
 

 See below for guidance on how to exhibit MEMORIAE DIEI 
paintings in three dimensions, so as to allow the viewer to travel through 
time and space and into the very bosom of the fourth dimension...

   4 WALLS with 9x12 Northcote Hill

III 
What ‘MEMORIAE DIEI’ Means...

 Further more, we hold that MEMORIAE DIEI... means ‘To the 
Memory of the Day of...’ and that inscribed in charcoal (the most 
ancient and very first of all painting mediums) on the verso of each 
canvas, is...

the day, date and direction that the viewer is facing when marvelling in 
ecstatic joy at the fluidity of the paint surface (aspirationally speaking)...
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Verso inscription: MEMORIAE DIEI Thursday 19.3.2009. Land Bridge. Flinders Island, Tas. NORTH,  EAST, SOUTH and WEST. 
Oil on canvas. Canvas sizes: 25 x 30 Inches (63.5 x 76.2cm) each.

NORTH facing wall, 
easel or wire.

WEST facing wall, 
easel or wire.

EAST facing wall, 
easel or wire.

SOUTH facing wall, 
easel or wire.



IV
MEMORIAE DIEI Paintings Always Come In Fours...

9x12 Mt Nelse 2 tier

 We hold, as a firm point of principle, that MEMORIAE DIEI  
paintings always come in sets or pieces of four: NORTH; EAST; 
SOUTH; WEST. That they are painted in that order, moving clockwise 
around the compass. They need not, however, necessarily be exhibited 
that way. 
 Or even together. 
 Not necessarily. 
 It might be very nice though (aspirationally speaking).
 We maintain that each invidual canvas of a set of four 
MEMORIAE paintings defines a blurred and golden boundary, which 
(when seen at a distance) might almost take the shape of our planet - 
or of a window or a portal, or of a crystal edged object or a distorting 
elliptical lense. 
 As with so many conceptions of our gorgeous world, the number 
four will have associations beyond the four directions of the compass, 
such as: the four seasons; the four winds; the four temperaments or 
humours; the four corners of the Earth; the ye olde four continents (as 

they were conceived before Captain Cook); the four walls; the four 
Beatles; the Fantastic Four etc. etc.

V
 Monuments To A Moment...

 We maintain that the MEMORIAE DIEI paintings are attempts to 
reconstruct a time, a place, a transition in the weather and light, a point 
of view. An attempt at an equivalence of all of these in oil paint. 
 A monument to a moment. 
 Like most monuments, each MEMORIAE DIEI canvas is in 
portrait format (that is, more vertical than horizontal)...

    25x30 Mt Nelse 1 whole canvas
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Verso inscription: MEMORIAE DIEI Sunday 15.8.2010, Mt. Nelse, Vic.  NORTH,  EAST, SOUTH and WEST. Oil on canvas. 

Canvas sizes: 9 x 12 Inches (22.86 x 30.48 cm) each.

Verso inscription: MEMORIAE DIEI  Sunday Afternoon 15.8.2010 Mt. Nelse, Vic. NORTH,  EAST, SOUTH and WEST. Oil on canvas. 
Canvas sizes: 25 x 30 Inches (63.5 x 76.2cm) each.



    

25x30 Mt Nelse 1 detail

VI 
MEMORIAE DIEI Paintings have always been here...

 We hold to the truth that MEMORIAE DIEI paintings have always 
been here (as long as people have painted) and always will be here 
(despite there being no evidence for this).
 Ranger Thomas believes the great Apelles painted MEMORIAE 
paintings in the C4th B.C. (although there is no mention of such in the 
classical literature or any proof of it whatsoever). 
 The earliest known Proto MEMORIAE paintings date to the C16th. 
We maintain that all abstract paintings made prior to Ranger Thomas 
finishing and framing the first MEMORIAE DIEI paintings...

     18x24 Near Stanley frieze

...are also Proto MEMORIAE paintings. This is especially true if those 
who painted them are now deceased and cannot complain at the time 
of the publication of this manifesto (for example, Mark Rothko and 
Wassily Kandinsky, or for that matter Helen Frankenthaler and Jackson 
Pollock etc. etc.). 
 Other proto MEMORIAE might include the closed two outer 
panels of The Garden of Earthly Delights by Hieronymus Bosch in 
Museo del Prado:

and part of the background of  Infanta Margarita in a Blue Dress by  
Velazquez in the collection of Kunsthistoriches, Vienna;

another is the golden globe reflecting the sky in Rachel, Countess of 
Southampton as Fortuna in the National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne; 

(this painting has the distinction of having been finished by Van Dyck’s 
studio after the untimely deaths of  both the artist and his sitter - a fitting 
memorial to both). Other proto MEMORIAE paintings could include 
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Verso inscription: MEMORIAE DIEI Tuesday 27.12.2011 Near Stanley, Tas. NORTH,  EAST, SOUTH and WEST. Oil on canvas. 
Canvas sizes: 18 x 24 Inches (45.7 x 60.9cm) each.



one of the many studies of Clouds by John Constable:

and The Falls of Schaffhausen by J.M.W. Turner in the same collection.

 These last three paintings are ones that Ranger Thomas has had the 
privilege to admire at the NGV in the original since childhood. 
 Another possible proto MEMORIAE painting when seen in detail 
is Giorgione’s Portrait of Giovanni Borgherini and His Tutor in the 
National Gallery of Art, Washington D.C.:

 And yet other proto MEMORIAE paintings are in fact not 

paintings at all, but photographs, such as the hand held ‘whole Earth’ 
photos from the Apollo missions. The example below was taken on the 
Apollo 11 mission and the negative is in the collection of  the NASA 
Space Science Data Coordinated Archive: 

(the televising of the first moon landing was a seminal event and an 
early memory for Ranger Thomas from when he was a little boy).
 Other photos which might be considered proto MEMORIAE 
paintings are among the many hundreds recorded in the moment to be 
memorialised which Ranger Thomas uses to refer to when painting the 
MEMORIAE paintings. This saves him from standing outside in the 
weather and having to paint very quickly. The example below is a kite 
which was included in both the 9”x 12” and 40” x 50” “SOUTH” panels 
of  Thursday 24/10/13 Northcote Hill, Vic.

 We contend in this manifesto that we humans belong to processes 
of creation much greater than ourselves, that we are part of a mostly 
unseen river which has flowed long before our birth and will continue to 
flow long after our death...
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...this includes the prehistory and the posthistory of painting yet to 
come...

                       detail Mt Nelse NORTH (an unseen river)

VII 
tecnh

 We declare that you will exclaim, “How can you possibly hold 
such a view of proto MEMORIAE paintings, Ranger Thomas (and the 
signatories to this manifesto)? What philosophical and empirical basis is 
there for such an assertion?”
  To which we will say, “Haven’t you read your Plato, silly?!” For 
it is in Plato and other writings in ancient Greek that you will find the 
word tecnh, which in Latin script may be written as tekhne. It is the 
origin of the stem of such modern words as technical, technique and 
technology. But for the ancient Greeks it had a very broad association 
which has no equivalent in English. Though tecnh is often translated as 
art or craft, translators have noted that it is an extremely difficult word 
to translate, as its meaning varies from art or craft, to professional skill 
or science depending on the emphasis of the context. Since the time of 
the ancient Greeks it has also been much in use by philosophers. 
 In book ten of Plato’s Republic, Socrates and someone else define 
three types of bed. The third type is by the painter, and is a depiction of 
a bed. The second type of bed is the one crafted by the carpenter, and 
the first type of bed is the divine bed, made by God, for ‘‘who else could 
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Verso inscription: MEMORIAE DIEI Thursday 12.8.2010 Marm Point, Vic. NORTH, EAST, SOUTH and WEST.  Oil on canvas. 
Canvas sizes: 40 x 50 Inches (101.6 x 127cm) each.



have made it?’’ 
 The implication for our ancient Greek word tecnh is that the 
object depicted or crafted has always existed, and that it is the role 
of the artist and crafts person to use their tecnh to find the divine 
form. Some material examples of this today will be found in the 
British Museum, where, if you inspect the pedimental sculptures of 
the Parthenon from behind, you will notice that they were completed, 
perfectly carved, and presumably fully painted and finished in their day, 
even though their backs were held aloft forty feet high and were never 
intended to be seen.
 The pedimental sculptures for the Parthenon are be believed to 
have been created under the direction of Phidias, and it is in Plato 
(the Hippias Major) we find the first reference to him, indeed, the 
first reference to any artist by name in western literature. Socrates 
is interrogating Hippias for his second definition of beauty, and to 
paraphrase Hippias, he replies, ‘‘This beauty you ask of, Socrates, is 
nothing else but gold...for I fancy that wherever gold is added, even that 
which appears ugly will appear beautiful when adorned with gold.’’
 ‘‘No doubt’’ replies Socrates, ‘‘but what about the great statue of 
Athena at the Parthenon? This masterpiece of Phidias is mostly made 
of ivory and precious stones, and not entirely of gold. Yet the statue is 
magnificently beautiful...’’ 
 Elsewhere it has been pointed out that in antiquity genius was 
not something you are, but a spirit that inhabits you, or that you must 
find - as with your tecnh. That is, if you were fortunate enough to be 
so blessed from time to time. In English translation, the first words in 
western literature are ‘‘Sing, Goddess!’’ - as Homer calls upon his muse 
to use him as an instrument that he may inspirationally recite The Iliad. 
 In this manifesto we believe that all creators (all humans) should 
be encouraged to call upon their genius so as to help them find their 
tecnh...

18x24 Northcote Hill 2 tier 

VIII
 The Sky In Painting...

 We say that the emotional effect of a well painted sky is unique - in 
all art - to painting.
 No sculpture, tapestry or ceramic can hope to compete, no 
photographic or digital manifestation will properly show the hand of its 
creator. Yet the plastic form of a painted sky is a kind of sculpture too - 
preserving the ephemeral moment in our place, in our space, in our time 
and beyond it.
 We maintain that for these and other reasons the MEMORIAE 
DIEI paintings help to redefine and renew our noble art of oil painting...      
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Verso inscription: MEMORIAE DIEI Thursday 23.3.2012 Northcote Hill, Vic. NORTH,  EAST, SOUTH and WEST. Oil on canvas. 
Canvas sizes: 18 x 24 Inches (45.7 x 60.9cm) each.



9x12 Marm Pt Frieze

IX 
The Paradox of the Memoriae Paintings...

 We hold to the principle that whenever MEMORIAE paintings 
come together, some might be inclined to say: “What is that?” or “I 
can’t quite make it out.” or “What’s it supposed to be?” or “Is it a tear 
drop?” or “Is it a planet?” or “Is it a window?” “Is it a portal?’ “Is it a 
still life?” etc. etc.

9x12 Flinders Island Frieze

X 
Attempts to make abstract paintings...

 We hold further to the truth that the MEMORIAE DIEI are 
attempts to make abstract paintings, but that Ranger Thomas is not very 
good at painting abstract paintings. We hold even further (at least twice 
as far as the previous ‘further’) to the principle that he will keep trying...

40x50 Northcote Hill 2tier

XI
 Who they are for...

 
 We maintain that the MEMORIAE DIEI paintings are for you. 
 For you and for the children of your great grandchildren. The 
MEMORIAE paintings exist because we believe in you and your future 
and the future of our civilization. We believe that there will always be 
a place for paintings and culture. The MEMORIAE paintings (as with 
other oil paintings) are time capsules. They exist in our place, in our 
space, in our time and beyond it - both fore and aft.
 We contend that painting, after all, is one of those abstract 
behaviours our species has developed elementally in our evolution. 
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Verso inscription: MEMORIAE DIEI Thursday 24.10.2013 Northcote Hill, Vic. NORTH, EAST, SOUTH and WEST.  Oil on canvas. 
Canvas sizes: 40 x 50 Inches (101.6 x 127cm) each.

Verso inscription: MEMORIAE DIEI Thursday 19.3.2009 Land Bridge, Flinders Island, Tas. NORTH, EAST, SOUTH and WEST.  Oil on 
canvas. Canvas sizes: 9 x 12 Inches (22.9 x 30.5cm) each.

Verso inscription: MEMORIAE DIEI Thursday 12.8.2010 Marm Point, Vic. NORTH, EAST, SOUTH and WEST.  Oil on canvas. 
Canvas sizes: 9 x 12 Inches (22.9 x 30.5cm) each.



Without painting (and music, dance, storytelling, theatre, sculpture and 
drawing) our ancestors would not have survived. It is one of humanity’s 
many highly sophisticated forms of grooming, communal behavioural 
reassurance, unique among the primates. In this manifesto we believe 
that painting (along with music, dance, storytelling, theatre, sculpture 
and drawing) had its beginning during the hundreds of thousands of 
years that our Homo Erectus ancestors learned to first harness and then 
indepentantly create fire. We proclaim that painting (along with the 
other art forms aforementioned) is an inspired activity of the fireside. 
 We assert again that the first paint brush was a stick of charcoal. 
 Each MEMORIAE painting is inscribed on the verso in charcoal 
in reverent honour of all the forgotten painters and painters of the 
future who will be forgotten - the unknown painters of our histories, 
prehistories and posthistories...
 ...we honour you...

1 40x50 Northcote Hill detail

XII
 The pictorial form of the MEMORIAE DIEI paintings...

 We assert that the MEMORIAE paintings often take the form of 
a golden edged ellipse of crystal azure emerging from blackness. We 
further hold that the ellipses of the MEMORIAE paintings are never 
symmetrical or mechanically drawn. Rather, that each ellipse (though 
belonging to a set of four) is unique and organic, like a living  entity. 
We declare that MEMORIAE paintings are always moving, the light 

skipping across the painting’s surface, filling the canvas with pregnant 
paradoxes. We contend that once varnished and framed, the painting 
is present and alive with us. In our space, in our place, in our time and 
beyond it...

1 whole 40x50 Northcote Hill

 We further assert that due to their sculptural qualities, 
MEMORIAE paintings do not have to be well lit. Indeed, they may be 
enjoyed in daylight, dawn and twilight without the need for artificial 
lighting. We proclaim, though, that artificial lighting is okay too. 
  Before the making of each MEMORIAE painting, Ranger Thomas 
imagines a perfect utopia of paint. Somehow much whiter, purer and 
perfect than they could ever turn out to be. The real thing, once in 
our space and time (as opposed to being simply imagined) is always 
disappointing. Why?
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 We avow in this manifesto that we don’t know why...

1 whole 40x50 Northcote Hill

XIII 
Displaying MEMORIAE DIEI paintings.

 We proclaim that it is (and forever shall be) beholden upon 
whosoever be in the possession of MEMORIAE paintings, on 
whosoever curates or exhibits them, that they keep to the spirit of the 
MEMORIAE DIEI paintings, by continually renewing the moment 
that the MEMORIAE paintings monumentalize, to pay them and each 
individual viewer (which is who they are for) respect. To show the 

MEMORIAE paintings as a gift to the memory of a transient moment in 
time and space, and to follow these simple principles...

On the exhibition and display of the MEMORIAE DIEI paintings.

 MEMORIAE paintings always want to be seen. We assert, most 
emphatically, that if you put MEMORIAE paintings into storage, 
then you are not in keeping with the spirit of  the MEMORIAE DIEI 
paintings, with their tecnh, of how they are made and how they want to 
exist in our time and beyond... 
 MEMORIAE paintings never want to be lonely. 
 For as long as they exist, MEMORIAE paintings wish to be 
displayed in the company of other paintings - sculpture and object d’art 
too - but mostly with other paintings. They may be paintings by anyone. 
However, if a single MEMORIAE painting is displayed with two others, 
then they should be a pair of paintings of the same size, with identical 
frames (if they are framed). The general principle for the display of 
MEMORIAE paintings with other paintings is that three paintings are 
combined to make a triptych in the shape of a cross. MEMORIAE 
paintings should be displayed in this way only with other paintings - 
preferably oil paintings - not with photographs, prints or works on paper 
etc.
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Center panel: The Apotheosis Painting or Posthumous Portrait of H.M. Charles II of England, Scotland and Ireland. Oil on canvas.  
36 x 42 Inches (91.5 x 107cm).



 In general, a complete set or piece of four MEMORIAE paintings 
should be displayed, left to right beginning with NORTH on the far left, 
EAST on the middle left, SOUTH on the middle right and WEST on the 
far right... 

       freize

 

 We maintain that a complete set of four MEMORIAE paintings 
can also be displayed in two tiers - left to right - NORTH on the top left, 
EAST on the top right, SOUTH on the bottom left and WEST on the 
bottom right. In all cases the distances between frames is a curatorial 
decision...

 

 A complete set of MEMORIAE DIEI paintings may also be 
displayed in three dimensions. This can be done by hanging NORTH on 
a north facing wall (or the wall that most approximates north), EAST 
on an east facing wall and so on. The viewer may then be encouraged 
to stand in the middle of a four sided MEMORIAE set. Two or all of a 
set of four MEMORIAE paintings could also be displayed in the middle 
of the floor, on easels or on wires, so that the viewer may examine 
the backs, according to the curator’s creative decision regarding each 
particular space...

     
      3d

 MEMORIAE paintings can also be displayed with other Ranger 
Thomas paintings (of which there are four types of painting, including 
the MEMORIAE paintings) be they Fragment paintings (fragmented 
pictures that pretend to reconstruct lost paintings of ancient times), 
Beautiful Monster paintings (life size pictures where the subject is 
generally smiling and looking into the viewer’s eyes), or so called 
Camping In Time paintings (relatively small, meticulously researched 
paintings that depict something very large - the Camping In Time 
paintings themselves use oil paint as an analogy for geological time). 
 Using the triptych principle (where three paintings are displayed 
in the shape of a cross) when MEMORIAE paintings are hung as a 
fragmented pair, then NORTH and WEST may be paired as follows:
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Verso inscription: MEMORIAE DIEI Tuesday Evening 27.12.2011 Near Stanley, Tas. NORTH,  EAST, SOUTH and WEST. Oil on 
canvas. Canvas sizes: 18 x 24 Inches (45.7 x 60.9cm) each.

NORTH facing 
wall, easel or wire.

WEST facing wall, 
easel or wire.

EAST facing wall, 
easel or wire.

SOUTH facing wall, 
easel or wire.



These must be MEMORIAE DIEI canvases from the same original 
set of four. They may not make up a pair with canvases from other 
MEMORIAE DIEI sets. NORTH should never be paired with EAST or 
SOUTH, or WEST with EAST or SOUTH etc.
 The display of the MEMORIAE DIEI paintings with other Ranger 
Thomas paintings either as a fragmented pair as described above, or 
the display of a single MEMORIAE canvas with a pair of Fragment 
paintings:

       large mem with 2 fragments

or a pair of Beautiful Monster paintings;

       

       fragment with north and west

or EAST and SOUTH may be paired as follows:
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Center panel: Fragments from ‘Aphrodite Emerges from the Waves’ I, after Apelles. Oil on canvas.  
36 x 42 Inches (91.5 x 107cm).

Center panel: Fragments from ‘Aphrodite Emerges from the Waves’ II, after Apelles. Oil on canvas.  
36 x 42 Inches (91.5 x 107cm).

Side panels: ‘Arms & Armies’ I & II or Fragments from ‘The Battle of Issus’ , after Apelles. Oil on canvas.  
24 x 40 Inches (61 x 101.5cm) each.

Left panel: Dame Britannica Hollandia, florished London 1684, as Little Bo-Peep. Right panel: Maria Agustina Sarmiento, Maid of 
Honour, As a Monster, After Picasso, After Velázquez. Oil on canvas18 x 24 Inches (45.7 x 60.9cm) each.



               
       show 3 egs

 

 
 
 All MEMORIAE DIEI paintings should be made available for 
touching - to those persons with significant visual impairments that 
might be interested - whenever possible. The gentle touch of visually 
impaired people is most welcome over all the surface of these paintings 
(when varnished and framed), and facility should be made to have 
whoever is guiding the partially sighted person to the paintings, that 
a visual description be made whilst the relevant touch takes place, 
for example: “You are touching grey clouds” or “You are touching a 
rim of gold” or “You are touching the edge of an ellipse.” Further, if a 
major MEMORIAE and a mini MEMORIAE are together (a full size 
MEMORIAE canvas and its study) then both shall be made available to  
partially sighted persons. 
 We assert that those with visual impairment will be able to see in 
these paintings details which only Ranger Thomas knows.

 Lastly, the frames that come with each set of four MEMORIAE 
paintings are intended for that set and should be maintained and 
restored, as far as possible, with the canvas they belong to. The frames 
are integral to the illusion, the process of creation, and the three 
dimensional paradox of the MEMORIAE DIEI paintings. Decisions 
such as whether to exhibit with the frames flush against one another:

or a pair of Camping In Time paintings (so called);

       2 CIT& 1 mem

is something we emphatically encourage, for such combinations 
of Ranger Thomas paintings exhibited as triptychs will result in a 
unique juxtaposition of canvases never before seen in the history of 
art - or even imagined by Ranger Thomas. Hear ye, curators, we (the 
undersigned) encourage you creatively to do so...

 MEMORIAE paintings enjoy the company of other paintings. If 
you exhibit a MEMORIAE canvas on its lonesome then we assert that’s 
not being very nice to the spirit of the MEMORIAE DIEI paintings. 
If you only have one, then by all means exhibit it (if in doubt, always 
exhibit the painting) but you should really try harder to get hold of an 
intended pair of MEMORIAE paintings (an intended pair, as previously 
mentioned, is either NORTH and WEST or EAST and SOUTH of a set 
of four, memorialising the same day), or an intended pair and another 
painting to make a symmetrical cross shaped triptych, or a complete set 
of four MEMORIAE paintings, as already mentioned.
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Left panel: An Attempt at Precambrian Period Camping In Precambrian Tasmania/Antarctica. Right panel: Ordovician Period Camping 
In Ordovician Tasmania/Antarctica. Oil on canvas board 16 x 20 Inches (40.6 x 50.8cm) each.

Center panel: Camping in Cretaceous Period Tasmania with Antarctica Visible on the Horizon. Oil on canvas board.  
20 x 30 Inches (50.8 x 76.2cm).



XIV
Time Machines

 With these paintings - the MEMORIAE DIEI paintings - we assert 
that wherever NORTH, EAST, SOUTH and WEST come together and 
are displayed correctly, a time machine will come into activation.
 In this manifesto we contend that ours is the only species able to 
transcend time...

...by the conceptual capabilities of our mind...

...of both our singular and collective mind...

  Paintings such as these are physical evidence that we humans 
belong to something much greater than ourselves, at once transient and 
yet potentially nearly eternal.
 Yours is the only mind known that is able to imagine the galaxy 
and the universe...

... or Geological Time...

...or a microbe...

...or an atom...

...etc. etc. etc....

...we assert that you are very special...

XV
How the MEMORIAE DIEI paintings came to Ranger Thomas...

 We maintain that what follows is an edited version of  Ranger 
Thomas’ actual explanation of the possible existential origins for his 
MEMORIAE paintings:

   four framed flush up against one another

or with gaps:

    four framed with gaps

will be at the pleasure of the curator, as mentioned above.
 The frames that come with other Ranger Thomas paintings are 
important too. However, the frames that come with the MEMORIAE 
DIEI paintings should be considered a part of the whole piece.
 Every effort should be made not to exhibit MEMORIAE DIEI 
paintings under glass. This is true for all Ranger Thomas’ paintings.
 At the time of writing this manifesto (MMXV) all the 
MEMORIAE DIEI paintings are in the collection of the artist.

       detail
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(though there’s barely been a day that I haven’t done some drawing in 
one form or another since childhood). 
 So these new, crystallised visions of a nascent sort of painting, 
a kind of painting that lives entirely in the moment, and yet in 
some way has always been present, wasn’t altogether a welcome 
sort of vision to have in that conflicted part of my psyche. However, 
painting and drawing have been constantly on my addled mind from 
childhood. Since my mother allowed me to play with her oil paints 
on acrylic primed masonite or canvas board, to having, as early 
childhood memories, a vision of the first voyages to the moon, of 
growing up near the Heidelberg of the Heidelberg School (so called), 
of developing an intimacy as a child with the originals of Van Dyck, 
Rembrandt, Titian, Von Guerard, Tiepolo, Turner, Constable, Blake, 
Streeton, Roberts, Bacon - and others [at the NGV, as aforementioned], 
to eventually travelling and studying in the U.S. and Europe, to 
learning the language of perspective, anatomy, life class and the 
rendering of plaster casts of classical statues, to searching for the 
tuition that would lead me to becoming a teacher pupil descendant of 
Ingres and David in drawing...
 Artists frequently encounter contempt and derision in the practice 
of their vocation, and I felt that painting and drawing were preventing 
me from concentrating on making a living, sustaining relationships, 
having a good life and being happy.
 So, I often found myself walking alone through beautiful and 
wild lands. Such walks might be considered a form of being hounded 
by the Furies, but in cherishing that moment of light, of weather, of 
landscape and wildlife whilst walking - through the ever changing but 
apparently eternal beauty of our planet - would produce a desire in me 
to find an equivalence in paint of the living and experiential moment.
 Our lives may be seen as a lonely and difficult struggle. If you 
agree with such a sentiment, then perhaps the more unique (and 
lonely) the struggle, the greater are the heights that may be attained...

 ...we should always try to be kind to one another...

...we are all creative beings, all of us subject (to a greater or lesser 
extent) to anxieties, manias and depressions, obsessions and 
compulsions...

...we are all born painters, almost every human being will paint during 
childhood if allowed the opportunity...

...for a long time I tried not to paint...
 
...cycles of depression, mania, obsession and compulsion - so common 
to those with an artist’s vocation - sought barely conscious alleviation 
by an embodiment in paint of mindfulness...

...of being present in the moment...

...made manifest, in this instance, by the MEMORIAE DIEI paintings.

 Perhaps the MEMORIAE DIEI paintings were born to assist 
in the prevention of a single suicide - to take a grateful relish in the 
moment - in the beauty of our world  - in the individual’s rightful 
place to exist in our space and time. Perhaps others will find 
consolation in the existence of such paintings. Yet others might find 
an equivalence of a MEMORIAE DIEI experience in their own lives 
and in a medium not yet known. Perhaps the beating of the wings of 
such a butterfly may have the unimaginable consequence of one day 
helping to prevent other potential murderers of  oneself.
 Since my teens I’ve been prone to embark on long self-sufficient 
walks in remote and wild locations. These are compulsive searches 
for meaning, wonder and adventure. I often journey alone. On one 
occasion (in South West Tasmania in winter) I saw not a soul for 
twenty-six continuous days. In fine weather, whilst in the throws of 
putting one foot before the other and carrying the weight necessary 
for self-sufficiency on such walks, I would often find myself falling 
into painting fantasies again. As already mentioned, I went through 
a phase of trying not to paint, and for a long time the only type of 
painting I worked on were the so called ‘Camping In Time’ paintings 
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XVI
Why?

 A time. A place. A transitory moment - a little above the horizon 
- looking toward the four corners of the Earth, in paint. The effort 
involved is tremendous. It’s like exploring a mountain that no one else 
has seen, or that no one (but she who sees it) even believes exists. A 
mountain, nevertheless that can kill you. “Then why do you do it?” 
you ask. “Because it’s not there!”, dear reader (to misquote George 
Mallory).
 This isn’t necessarily a spiritual thing (though others are welcome 
to see it that way), rather, the MEMORIAE DIEI paintings are a 
physical manifestation of how we - solitary among species - are capable 
of transcending our time and yet be fully present within it. 
 We are all alone. Together. On our little blue planet, floating in the 
blackness...
 The MEMORIAE DIEI paintings are an evidential, concrete 
manifestation of how we belong to something much greater than 
ourselves, of how each of us is included in a universe conceived in our 
minds more huge than any single moment in time and space, or of any 
single lifetime...

Some Signatories to the MEMORIAE Manifesto
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